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1 Introduction001

Natural Language Processing can help create so-002

lutions that facilitate access to data for all people.003

But it can be often intimidating for many people004

because it is hidden behind a wall of technical jar-005

gon. This requires some amount of technical savvy006

in order to use many of the methods that could be007

beneficial to people of all industries and careers.008

By having a model that is generalized for a vari-009

ety of unseen tasks, a service could be created that010

would be applicable to many fields.011

Instead of having to train a new model every012

time you need to ship out a solution for a specific013

industry, you could give the generalized model this014

new situation. This would remove unnecessary015

work and save a user from adapting to a new model016

every time.017

There has been a recent rise in the value of the018

generalizability of language models with the in-019

troduction of ChatGPT by OpenAI. We have wit-020

nessed the power of generative models but on the021

other hand, we have limited information on how022

such models work.023

This project aims to contribute to the field of024

natural language processing by evaluating the ef-025

fectiveness of a widely used model "google/flan-t5"026

and exploring its potential for handling multiple027

tasks. We hope that the findings of this study will028

provide valuable insights and pave the way for fur-029

ther research in this area.030

2 Literature Survey031

Prior to Cross-Task Generalization via Natural Lan-032

guage Crowdsourcing Instructions[1], there was an033

absence of a large public benchmark dataset that034

could be used for task generalization purposes.035

In the work[1], they have introduced NATURAL036

INSTRUCTIONS, a dataset of human-authored037

instructions curated from existing well-known038

datasets mapped to a unified schema, providing039

training and evaluation data for learning from in- 040

structions. 041

In the SUPER-NATURALINSTRUCTIONS[2] 042

paper, a meta-dataset (i.e., a dataset of datasets; 043

Triantafillou et al., 2019) was formed that consisted 044

of a wide variety of NLP tasks. Each task has an 045

instruction, input, and desired output mapped to it. 046

Some of the tasks include classification, sequence 047

tagging, question answering, etc. 048

Features Value (s)
No of Tasks 1616
No of Task Types 76
No of Language 55
No of Domains 33
No of Instance 5M

Table 1: Features of SUP-NATINST

Also, the model being trained was able to per- 049

form new tasks based on given instructions. This 050

proposed model, tk-INSTRUCT, outperformed 051

InstructGPT[3] by a margin of 9 percent. It 052

was based on the T5 model (Raffel et al., 2020). 053

The T5 is basically a model trained on the multi- 054

task dataset given their in-context instructions and 055

was evaluated on unseen tasks, and was having 056

11B parameters compared to the 175B parameter 057

InstrcutGPT[3]. 058

In the paper, Training language models to fol- 059

low instructions with human feedback[3], OpenAI 060

has introduced IntructGPT. A set of labeler-written 061

prompts and prompts submitted through the Ope- 062

nAI API and a dataset of labeler demonstrations of 063

the desired model behavior were used to fine-tune 064

GPT-3 using supervised learning. Furthermore, a 065

dataset of rankings of model outputs was used to 066

fine-tune this supervised model using reinforce- 067

ment learning from human feedback. The models 068

were mainly evaluated by having the labelers rate 069

the quality of model outputs on our test set, con- 070

sisting of prompts from held-out customers. They 071
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also conducted automatic evaluations on a range072

of public NLP datasets. In human evaluations on073

the prompt distribution, outputs from the 1.3B pa-074

rameter InstructGPT model were more preferred to075

outputs from the 175B GPT-3, despite having 100x076

fewer parameters.077

In the paper "Exploring the Limits of078

Transfer Learning with a Unified Text-to-Text079

Transformer"[4], they have implemented transfer080

learning techniques for NLP by introducing a uni-081

fied framework that converts all text-based lan-082

guage problems into a text-to-text format. A variety083

of tasks are cast as feeding the model text as input084

and training it to generate some target text. This085

allowed them to use the same model, loss function,086

hyperparameters, etc. across all the diverse sets of087

tasks. They have referred to their model and frame-088

work as the “Text-to-Text Transfer Transformer”089

hence the name “T5”.090

In the paper "Scaling Instruction-Finetuned Lan-091

guage Models"[5], they show that finetuned lan-092

guage models have better performance and gener-093

alization to unseen tasks. he finetuning has been094

applied to various families of models such as T5[4],095

PaLM [6], and U-PaLM [7]. Fine-tuning has been096

done on a collection of datasets phrased as instruc-097

tions and also on chain-of-thought data. Here they098

use 1,836 finetuning tasks with a combination of099

four mixtures from prior work based on the prin-100

ciple that the generalization would be better with101

scale. The chain of thought finetuning helps to gen-102

erate the reasoning behind the answer and make it103

more convincing. T104

ROUGE-L[8] has been widely used to evalu-105

ate the quality of generated text by comparing106

it with human-written text. For this, the longest107

common subsequence is computed from two se-108

quences which are used to measure the correlation109

between the two. The ROGUE-L metric score for110

tk-INSTRUCT is 62.0 for English tasks. The base-111

line testing in the paper [2] and [5] shows that the112

models specifically trained to leverage instructions113

outperform the other models.114

3 Methodology115

In this project, we aim to explore the generalizabil-116

ity of the "google/flan-t5-large"[Link] model. Our117

goal was to test the model performance on indi-118

vidual tasks as well as composite tasks. We began119

by identifying three important NLP tasks for our120

analysis.121

3.1 Identifying Natural Language Processing 122

Tasks 123

We identified 3 tasks that we are interested in and 124

could benefit from the task generalization: 125

Text Classification - This is a fundamental task 126

in natural language processing. There any many 127

models available publicly which have shown great 128

performance for text classification. 129

Text Generation - This task is poised at gener- 130

ating coherent and meaningful text resembling a 131

human-generated text. 132

Text Summarization - This involves condensing 133

a long document into a shortened version that re- 134

tains the most important information. 135

3.2 Implementing the Baseline Model 136

We implemented a baseline model for each chosen 137

task. HuggingFace has been used as a primary 138

resource for sourcing dataset/model matchups. 139

To assess the baseline performance of the mod- 140

els, we used various datasets for each task: 141

Sentiment analysis: "IMDb [Link] 142

Text generation: "amazon reviews multi" [Link] 143

Text summarization: "Samsum" [Link] 144

Using a test set of 70 samples provided mean- 145

ingful results. 146

3.3 Design Composite Prompts 147

Once we had baseline metrics for each task, we 148

used compositions of tasks to experiment with the 149

generalizability of the model. We created the three 150

following compositions of tasks: 151

Text summarization/Sentiment analysis (TS/SA) - 152

25 Prompts, 153

Text generation/Sentiment analysis (TG/SA) - 25 154

Prompts. 155

Text generation/Text summarization (TG/TS) - 21 156

Prompts, 157

For each prompt, we calculated the perplexity, 158

likelihood, and confidence score of the generated 159

text or output. We also performed human analysis 160

on each response, dissecting where it may have 161

gone wrong or generated an expected response cor- 162

rectly. Further, we analyzed the structure of our 163

prompts, experimented with different parameters 164

of the model, and analyzed the different scores 165

obtained for successful and successful task perfor- 166

mance by the model. 167

For prompt engineering, we referred to exam- 168

ples provided by SageMaker documentation [link]. 169

There are provided parameters that lead to the best 170
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Figure 1: Finetuning Techniques applied to flan-t5 model[5]

results when each task is being run separately, but171

combining tasks also meant combining parameters.172

Further, the model should be able to understand the173

multiple tasks it has been asked to perform which174

seemed to be different from human understanding.175

We landed on a set of parameters to use for each176

composition. Using the same parameters across the177

board allowed us to see which task was generalized178

better across the different compositions.179

After passing each prompt through the model,180

we performed human analysis to further analyze181

the correctness of each output and which task per-182

formed best.183

4 Experiment and Results184

After the baseline scores were obtained and the185

prompts were designed, we generated the responses186

from our model. The Baseline scores obtained on187

the "flan-t5-large" model have been shown in Table188

2. The prompts were individually analyzed with189

the help of different computational metrics as well190

as through human evaluation.191

Dataset Avg. Per-
plexity

Avg. Likeli-
hood (s)

IMDb 239818.447 0.564
amazon-reviews-
multi

15888.715 0.280

Table 2: Baseline perplexity and likelihood scores

4.1 Results and Analysis 192

The two major things we were hoping to under- 193

stand were the success rates of the tasks while using 194

generalized prompting and the methodologies for 195

prompting that yielded better results with FLAN- 196

T5. Due to the nature of our project, we relied 197

heavily on human evaluation to determine the ef- 198

fectiveness of the prompting. We were able to draw 199

from an AWS SageMaker blog post [link] for ideas 200

on effectively prompting the FLAN-T5 model. By 201

combining a number of strategies, we were able 202

to identify a number of factors that led to consis- 203

tent generalized results. Our findings showed that 204

Top-p sampling was the most effective method for 205

text generation involving multiple tasks. A greedy 206

search was able to generate baseline answers but 207

failed to elaborate on the prompt. 208

For prompts asking the model to perform text 209

generation and sentiment analysis, we found that 210

separating the tasks with "\n" greatly improved the 211

model’s ability to differentiate between the two 212

tasks it was being asked to perform. It was also 213

essential to isolate the title with "\” or else it would 214

ignore the first task, identifying it as part of the 215

title. In addition to this, a number of words in- 216

fluenced the effectiveness of the prompt. Certain 217

words such as ‘imagine’, ‘continue’, ‘start’, and 218

‘fiction’ caused the model to respond unexpectedly, 219

i.e. ‘start’ had to be replaced with ‘beginning’ or 220

the model would fall into repetitive patterns. 221

The model correctly identified the sentiment of 222

its generated text at a rate of 82 percent when given 223

basic commands. It also proved effective at gener- 224
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Figure 2: Composite Prompt Examples

ating a text on a topic given a certain sentiment, i.e.225

The prompt: “Write a positive paragraph about arti-226

ficial intelligence”, yielded the response “Artificial227

intelligence is a growing field that has the potential228

to transform the way we think and behave.” How-229

ever, in cases where the prompts were made more230

complicated, such as asking the model to identify231

the sentiment of each sentence it generated, it did232

not provide any sentiment analysis whatsoever. Eg.233

"Prompt: \”Write a story about space“ \n Given the234

above prompt, write a story.\n Lable each sentence235

either positive or negative" did not generate any236

sentiment labels.237

For prompts asking the model to respond to text238

summarization and sentiment analysis, we experi-239

mented with different types of input such as “dia-240

logue”, “article”, “review”, and “input”. The two241

that performed the best for both tasks were “input”242

and “dialogue”. The model seemed to skew more243

towards text generation when prompted with the244

other two input types.245

The model also performed both tasks at a higher246

success rate when explicitly told to complete both247

tasks: “return both tasks: task 1: analyze the overall248

sentiment of the dialogue. task 2: briefly summa-249

rize the dialogue.” compared to when both tasks250

were combined into one statement: “output: ana-251

lyze the sentiment of the input and provide a brief252

summary of the input.”253

For text generation and summarization, we were 254

unsuccessful in cases where we asked the model 255

to generate some text and then summarise it. The 256

model doesn’t seem to understand the two tasks it 257

has to perform and summarises the prompt. For 258

example, "Prompt: Humans have reached Jupiter \n 259

For the given prompt, Task 1: generate a fictional 260

story.\Task 2: summarize the story in 2 sentences." 261

generates a decent story but no summary is gener- 262

ated. 263

4.2 Model Evaluation 264

The averages of the computed scores from the 265

model are given in Table 3. 266

Scores TG/SA TS/SA TG/TS
(s)

Avg. Per-
plexity

270.64 674.14 3837.16

Avg.
Likeli-
hood

0.58 0.57 0.53

Avg.
Confi-
dence

0.16 0.26 0.33

Table 3: Matrix evaluation of Composite Prompts

The frequency plots of the different tasks shown 267

in Figure 3 describe how many times the model is 268
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Figure 3: Composite Tasks Success Counts

Figure 4: Text Generation/Sentiment Analysis Plots

Figure 5: Text Summarization/Sentiment Analysis Plots

Figure 6: Text Generation/Text Summarization Plots
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able to perform both of the composite tasks suc-269

cessfully or failed in both tasks or successfully270

complete a single task. This data is produced by271

human evaluation of the response corresponding272

to the prompt given. Apart from the Text Genera-273

tion/Text Summarization case, the model was able274

to perform both the given tasks from the composite275

prompt in most cases. While the number of cases in276

which the model was able to achieve a single task277

was highest in the Text Generation/Text Summa-278

rization task. The frequency of failure of both tasks279

seems to be almost the same for all three composite280

tasks.281

In Figures 4,5 and 6, a critical analysis of the dif-282

ferent tasks is shown which combines data from283

both human evaluations of task success and also284

the computed metric scores(Likelihood, Perplex-285

ity, and Confidence). The box plots in Figure 4,286

represents the likelihood and perplexity score dis-287

tribution of the model with respect to its success288

in performance. It can be seen that the median289

of the Likelihood scores of both single task suc-290

cessful and both task successful cases are much291

higher compared to both tasks failed cases, which292

is intuitive. Similarly anticipating the perplexity,293

the median is low for both single task successful294

and both task successful cases and is high for the295

counterpart. The scatterplot between the perplexity296

and likelihood is able to depict that the model is297

able to perform both tasks successfully when the298

likelihood score is high and the perplexity is low299

forming a cluster of violet points in the top left.300

The radius of the scattered points corresponds to301

their confidence score value.302

In the Figure 5, the median of the Likelihood score303

of both task-failed cases is higher than the other304

two cases which shows that although the model is305

able to generate text with high likelihood scores, it306

is failing to perform a composite task of Text sum-307

marization and Sentiment analysis together sucess-308

fully. The median of the perplexity score is also309

not that high for both task-failed cases compared310

to the other two. The following scatterplot finally311

depicts that we can not rely on the Likelihood and312

perplexity score for Text Summarization and Senti-313

ment Analysis task as the violet points are almost314

scattered randomly forming no cluster.315

Likewise in Figure 6, the model does not produce316

an intuitive graph for the Likelihood and Perplexity317

score for the Text Generation/Text Summarization318

task. Although the green and violet points (depict-319

ing single and both task successful cases respec- 320

tively) are mostly present in the regions of high 321

likelihood and low perplexity values. The radius of 322

the scattered points corresponds to their confidence 323

score value. 324

Thus from the overall analysis, it is seen that 325

the model performs best for the Text Genera- 326

tion/Sentiment Analysis task. The parameters we 327

found to be most effective across a variety of dif- 328

ferent prompts were top-p, min-length, and max- 329

length. Changing these parameters heavily affected 330

the model performance in all the composite tasks. 331

Compared to the baseline performance, we see that 332

the likelihood and perplexity scores of compos- 333

ite tasks are quite comparable to individual tasks. 334

Further, we see a tradeoff between likelihood and 335

perplexity scores in our results. 336

4.3 Report Findings 337

We have identified the following key takeaways 338

from our results. 339

• The model has the potential to generalize tasks 340

but is constrained by prompt structure and 341

several keywords. 342

• The model performed both tasks at a higher 343

success rate when explicitly told to complete 344

both tasks. 345

• For prompts asking the model to perform text 346

generation and sentiment analysis, we found 347

that separating the tasks with "\n" greatly im- 348

proved the model’s ability to differentiate be- 349

tween the two tasks it was being asked to per- 350

form. 351

• Certain words such as ‘imagine’, ‘continue’, 352

‘start’, and ‘fiction’ caused the model to re- 353

spond unexpectedly, i.e. ‘start’ had to be re- 354

placed with ‘beginning’ or the model would 355

fall into repetitive patterns. 356

• The model was unable to summarise the text 357

that it generated from a prompt. 358

5 Discussion 359

Task generalization has been growing steadily since 360

last year with the introduction of ChatGPT. A bet- 361

ter understanding of the prompts/instructions and 362

identifying the patterns of failure will help us create 363

robust NLP systems for the future. 364
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5.1 Replicability365

The results we have obtained are by using the366

google/flan-t5-large model which is available at367

hugging face. This model can be easily accessed368

by others. We have also uploaded our spreadsheet369

of prompts and responses to Github. By using the370

model and the same prompts similar results can be371

achieved.372

5.2 Dataset373

We have formed a spreadsheet of the prompts, and374

responses, along with their computed scores and375

human evaluation. This can be analyzed further by376

researchers to find more insights and trends which377

can be used as a reference when designing new378

models and can be further used as a baseline to test379

the generalizability of new models.380

5.3 Ethics381

One of the concerns is the presence of bias in the382

model response. The model is limited to the data it383

has been trained on and contamination of such data384

can result in a biased model. The data should be385

clean and diverse for the model to generate ethical386

responses.387

Another concern that we have seen is that the model388

prioritizes certain tasks over others which can cause389

issues while dealing with critical tasks such as390

healthcare etc.391

A big concern with such a multi-task-capable392

model is unemployment. These models may elimi-393

nate the need for workers in several industries. This394

would result in the increase of differences among395

different sections of society. Steps should be taken396

to ensure proper upskilling and a smooth transition397

of these workers to new roles. We must remember398

that AI models are made to improve human lives,399

and proper care must be taken to ensure employ-400

ment for all.401

5.4 Limitations and Future Work402

This work can be extended to more tasks to further403

analyze the capacity of the model. Moreover, a404

comparison study can be done on multiple models.405

By fine-tuning some models for a certain task and406

testing their performance on other tasks, we would407

be able to better understand the relationship be-408

tween different tasks. This could be used to reduce409

redundancy when training models.410

6 Contribution 411

Peter Oritz - Baseline Implementation and Prompt 412

Design, Amitabha Deb - Report Writing and Anal- 413

ysis, Issac Blaine Seuer - Prompt Design and Vi- 414

sualizations, Srijan Pal - Visualization and Prompt 415

Analysis 416

The code and the spreadsheet for the project can 417

be found at GitHub. 418
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